Exchange Implementation Overview
The Exchange 2010 implementation will provide everything you need to get started with your move to Exchange 2010, whether it is from an older version of Exchange or a competing platform such as Lotus Notes or GroupWise. Through a multi-day engagement, Insight will provide knowledge transfer on Exchange 2010 design considerations, demonstrations of upgrade/migration tools and techniques, as well as staffing/time requirements.

The Microsoft Exchange Messaging platform has matured and morphed to a high caliber business ready infrastructure solution requiring proper implementation of the technology. Experts certified and trained in the new technology is paramount to implement Exchange in a timely and well-planned fashion.

Exchange Implementation Benefits
Insight implementation benefits include:
- Rapid implementation process for Exchange 2010
- Providing a path and strategy for implementation including a full Microsoft Project Plan
- Introducing IT staff to the tools available to assist in Exchange 2010 implementation
- Bringing IT together for knowledge transfer leveraging the collective knowledge

Other Offerings
- Exchange Assessment
- SharePoint Assessment
- Desktop and Server Deployment Assessment
- Active Directory Assessment
- Identity and Access Management Assessment